


From trial => RWE

• Preregistration of real-world evidence 
(RWE) study protocols provides 
transparency and safeguards against 
result-driven post hoc design changes, it 
doesn't ensure valid study findings. 

• Unlike randomized clinical trials (RCTs) 
with primary data collection, RWE studies 
utilizing secondary health care data face 
unique challenges in ensuring data quality 
and reliability. 

• Thorough data exploration and validation 
before protocol registration are crucial for 
identifying and addressing potential issues 
with data sources and measurement 
algorithms, ultimately enhancing the 
validity of the study design and findings.
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Question Authors’ Response 
Will the data collected for your 
study be made available to others? 

Yes 

Would you like to offer context for 
your decision? 

— 

Which data? Complete de-identified patient data set. Other (eg, 
partial data sets) — please describe 

Additional information about data — 
How or where can the data be 
obtained? 

Merck & Co., Inc.’s data sharing policy, including 
restrictions is available at : 
http://engagezone.merck.com/ds_documentation.php. 
Requests for access to the clinical study data can be 
submitted thru the Engage Zone site or via email to: 
dataaccess@merck.com 

When will data availability begin? Beginning Date: After product approval in US and EU or 
after product development is discontinued 

When will data availability end? End Date: 
Will any supporting documents be 
available? 

— 

Which supporting documents? — 
Additional information about 
supporting documents 

— 

How or where can supporting 
documents be obtained? 

— 

When will supporting documents 
availability begin? 

Beginning Date: 

When will supporting documents 
availability end? 

End Date: 

To whom will data be available? Qualified scientific researchers 
For what type of analysis or 
purpose? 

Scientific purpose outlined in a proposal 

By what mechanism? After researcher enters into a standard data sharing 
agreement and the proposal is approved. 

Any other restrictions? Researchers must commit to transparency in 
publication 

























Results.—Six recommendation statements 
were developed. 
Conclusions.—This guideline summarizes the 
current understanding and hurdles associated 
with the use of PD-L1 expression and TMB 
testing for immune checkpoint inhibitor 
therapy selection in patients with advanced 
non–small cell lung cancer and presents 
evidence-based recommendations for PD-L1 
and TMB testing in the clinical setting. 





By developing a comprehensive schema and benchmark of 
oncology- specific information in oncology notes, we uncovered 
both the strengths and the limitations of LLMs. Our evaluation 
showed variable zero-shot extraction capability among the GPT-
3.5-turbo, GPT-4, and FLAN-UL2 models and highlighted a need 
for further improvements, particularly in complex medical 
reasoning, before perform- ing reliable information extraction 
for clinical research and complex population management and 
documenting quality patient care 

No current information representation schema fully 
encapsulates the diversity of oncology information within 
clinical notes, and no compre- hensively annotated oncology 
notes exist publicly, thereby limiting a thorough evaluation. 







To explore the impact of next-generation ADC 
technology on these challenges, we 
investigated innovation in the ADC clinical 
pipeline across five design levers — target, 
payload MoA, antibody, linker and conjugation 
method — and assessed the likelihood for 
expanding the addressable indications or 
widening the therapeutic window of ADCs. 
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